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 Introduction
It is well established that the use of prosodic knowledge can improve speech recog
nition and understanding Nevertheless the prosodic cues fundamental frequency
energy are frequently ignored in the implementation of such systems Recent ad
vances in speech technology requiring the collection of large speech corpora for
analysis and training have placed an increasing emphasis on the annotation of
speech In order to provide useful databases for speech analysis large volumes of
natural speech must be both prosodically labelled and annotated
In the German compound project VERBMOBIL our institutes task is to pro
vide prosodically labelled data for the German speech community
In the last two years we have prosodically labelled hundreds of utterances one
hour of spontaneous speech 

To support the human transcriber with this task we have developped a semi
automatic method
The basic idea of our approach is to use statistical methods for the generation
of a prototypical prosodic description The prosodic description includes the word
boundaries in the speech signal the accents and the phrase boundaries This
prototypical information about the prosody can be integrated into the human
labelling strategy It is considered to be easier to verify the predicted description
than to label this data without this information

 Outline of the system
We have developed a modular system Interfaces have been dened for the inter
action between all modules So we are able to substitute each module in order to
try out other algorithms and knowledge sources
For generating a prototypical description we fall back upon the sampled signal
and the text of the utterance and various knowledge sources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Fig  Outline of the system
	
The entire procedure comprises three steps
 automatic Segmentation of the speech signal into phonetic units this implies
word boundaries
	 automatic Prediction of phrase boundaries and accents from the text of the
utterance
 location of boundaries and accents within the speech signal by combining
the results from step  and step 	
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Fig  Detection of phonetic boundaries
 Alignment of text and speech signal
We have developed an automatic procedure for the segmentation of speech based
on an HMM recognition system
From the text the phonetic string of the utterance is generated pronunciation
lexicon This is then translated into a Hidden Markov Model of the utterance by
the concatenation of the HMMs for each phonetic unit The Viterbi algorithm is
then used to align the short time frequency representation of the speech signal to

the HMM of the utterance This yields the segmentation of the speech signal into
phonetic units  In the pronunciation lexicon each phonetic representation
of a word comes with its syllable boundaries So we can extract the syllable
boundaries from the phonetic boundaries
We use a semicontinuous HiddenMarkov Model with  phonetic units without
context information
 Prediction of phrase boundaries and accents
For the prediction of phrase boundaries and accents we convert the text of the
utterance into a string of grammatical units with the use of the grammar lexicon
and start a suboptimal graph search procedure beam search to nd the optimal
path through a graph as shown below
The score for each possible path is calculated by a categorical trigram model
	
unacc. unacc. unacc.
sec. Accent sec. Accent sec. Accent<no PB> <no PB>
primary Acc. primary Acc. primary Acc.Phrase Boundary Phrase Boundary
Word 1 Word 2 Word N
Prediction of phrase accents
and boundaries by a graph search
This optimal path yields accents and phrase boundaries within the utterance
The trigram model is based on grammatical categories eg noun verb aug
mented by the accent of the corresponding word noun non accentuated noun
noun PA noun carrying primary accent noun SA noun carrying secondary ac
cent and so on 	
This categorical trigram model was trained on a a set of prosodically labelled
data Each word of text was converted into its grammatical category eg noun
verb via the grammar lexicon and the accent was taken from the labelled data
Phrase boundaries are handled as a special word group j see example below
Example of the prediction of accents and phrase boundaries
Transliteration
dann wurde ich sagen das wir
noch ein Termin
ausmachen breathing	

Conversion into grammatical units
adv verb pro verb konj pro
adv det noun
verb breathing	
Results of the prediction
adv verb pro verb
PA  konj pro
adv det noun
SA
verb  breathing	
Conversion to the text level
dann wurde ich sagen
PA	  das wir
noch ein Termin
PA	
ausmachen  breathing	
  Implementation of the beam search algorithm
For the prediction of phrase boundaries and accents we calculate the score fore
each possible path in the following way see ow chart
Before starting the beam search we convert the text N words into the se
quence of N symbols grammatical units S
 
   S
N
see example above The
probabilities are calculated by the categorical trigram
We have chosen a categorical language model for two reasons
 small amount of training data  utterancens but a lexicon size of about
	 words So we have seen a lot of words only for a few times in the
training material
 there is a good correspondence of prosodic and syntactic boundaries  So
we have decided to train the language model on the syntactic word cate
gories

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 Location of accents and boundaries in the
speech signal
The signal position of the accent is found by a two step algorithm
 For all accentuated words retrieve the syllable carrying the lexical stress
from the phonetic lexicon
	 Locate the center of this syllable in the speech signal from the phonetic time
alignment
The predicted phrase boundaries are located at the beginning of the rst word
and the end of the last word in the phrase
This automatic preclassication will then be manually corrected
The prediction of phrase boundaries and accents from the text can also be
used for the controlling of prosodic parameters for speech synthesis systems
 Results
The prediction of accents and phrase boundaries was compared with the man
ual labelling for  words 	 utterances The comparison yields the following
confusion matrices
Accents
class classied as
unaccentuated accentuated
unaccentuated 	 
accentuated 
 
Correct classication 


 
Phrase boundaries
class classied as
no boundary boundary
no boundary 	 

boundary 	 	
Correct classication  
The percentages in these tables show a satisfying correspondence for phrase

boundaries and accents and it is comparable with the correspondence between
human labellers 

 Outlook
Further investigations will concern the detection of FContours by statistical
methods DPAlignment or modelling by HMM These contours can be used
to improve the classcation of accents and boundaries due to the combination of
predicted accents and phrase boundaries from the text and recognition of acoustic
events like Fmovements from the speech signal
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